All laps must be fully sealed.

KEY TO MATERIALS:–
1) VISQUEEN SELF ADHESIVE MEMBRANE on VISQUEEN HP TANKING PRIMER.
2) VISQUEEN 500um HIGH PERFORMANCE DPM.
3) VISQUEEN 300mm DETAILING STRIPS on VISQUEEN HP TANKING PRIMER.
4) VISQUEEN PROTECT&DRAIN LAYER.
5) VISQUEEN TREADGUARD 1500.
6) VISQUEEN VX25 WATERSTOPS at CONSTRUCTION JOINTS.
7) CALTITE 05A WATERPROOF CONCRETE BY SPECIALIST.

In order to develop a robust design for protecting a structure against groundwater, a risk assessment must be carried out in line with the guidance given in BS8102:2009
The designer may need to specify one or a combination of waterproofing measures

NB: DO NOT SCALE - USE FIGURED DIMENSIONS ONLY.